Introduction
============

Transposable elements (TE) are discrete pieces of DNA that can move within (and sometimes, between) genomes. They are widely distributed in eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and they sometimes represent substantial fractions of genomes. For example, TEs encompass about half of the human genome ([@bib33]) and nearly 85% of the maize genome ([@bib53]). Because of their mobility and accumulation, TEs are major drivers of genome evolution, with effects ranging from generating insertion mutations and genomic instability to altering gene expression and contributing to genetic innovation ([@bib22]; [@bib13]; [@bib8]). Given their tremendous genomic impact, abundance, and widespread taxonomic distribution, the question arises as to what long-term dynamics have made TEs so prolific and evolutionary successful during the evolution of life.

In eukaryotes, long-term TE dynamics can readily be investigated because genomes often carry highly mutated and degraded TE relics constituting a genomic fossil record of past TE proliferations and evolution at various time depths ([@bib33]; [@bib27]). For example, analyses of the human genomic fossil record have revealed that DNA transposons became extinct ∼40 million years ago in the primate lineage, after having experienced intense activity during the mammalian radiation and early primate evolution, 60--150 million years ago ([@bib33]; [@bib44]). By contrast, Alu and L1 retrotransposons have proliferated throughout primate evolution, although their activity has declined within the past ∼20 million years ([@bib33]; [@bib66]; [@bib28]). The relevance of genomic fossil records is also well illustrated with the emerging field of paleovirology, consisting in the study of ancient extinct viruses unearthed from genome sequences, which are witnesses of ancient viral infections, and the effects these agents have had on their host evolution ([@bib21]; [@bib25]).

In sharp contrast with eukaryotes, the gene repertoires of prokaryotes change quickly by lateral (or horizontal) gene transfer and gene deletion ([@bib49]). This high turnover is well illustrated by pseudogenes and TEs in which retention times appear to be particularly short ([@bib61]; [@bib57]; [@bib62]; [@bib32]; [@bib8]). As a consequence, recent TE insertions are overrepresented in bacterial genomes, and our ability to infer ancient evolutionary patterns vanishes with the erosion of the past TE fossil record. For example, insertion sequences (IS), which are simple transposase-encoding TEs frequently found in prokaryotic genomes ([@bib9]; [@bib54]) are generally considered to be of recent origin. This is reflected in the very low nucleotide divergence generally observed between IS sequences within genomes. This result has been reported in early IS studies, as exemplified by three IS families of *Escherichia coli* in which copies are \>99.7% similar to their family consensus sequences ([@bib34]). Broader-scale studies on several hundreds of bacterial genomes and up to 20 IS families confirmed this trend as more than two thirds of transposase genes are identical within genomes ([@bib61]; [@bib62]). IS recent origin is further supported by their usually patchy distribution among closely related strains ([@bib52]; [@bib45]; [@bib67]; [@bib19]; [@bib47]).

The analysis of recently integrated IS elements in bacterial genomes has suggested that IS may undergo extinction--reinfection cycles on the long term ([@bib61]). Under this scenario, periodic IS reintroductions in genomes mediated by lateral transfers are crucial for their long-term survival ([@bib61]; [@bib2]). However, IS copy number is not directly correlated to the rate of lateral gene transfer in bacteria, suggesting that horizontal transfer may not be a major determinant of IS abundance in genomes ([@bib57]). Overall, our current understanding of long-term TE dynamics in prokaryotes lags far behind that of eukaryotic TE evolutionary dynamics, in part because no IS genomic fossil record has been reported and analyzed in prokaryotes.

In this study, we report an analysis of IS elements in the genomes of *Wolbachia* bacterial endosymbionts. These ancient obligate intracellular microorganisms have been associated with arthropod and nematode hosts for \>100 million years, and they are considered one of the most abundant endosymbionts on Earth ([@bib64]; [@bib18]; [@bib5]; [@bib51]; [@bib14]). Despite their reduced sizes, *Wolbachia* genomes show an unusually high proportion of repetitive and mobile DNA, including IS elements ([@bib40]; [@bib65]; [@bib3]; [@bib24]; [@bib29], [@bib30]; [@bib12]; [@bib36]). Strikingly, we found that the vast majority of *Wolbachia* IS copies are more or less severely degraded as a result of the accumulation of nucleotide substitutions and deletions across time. Thus, they constitute an uncommon genomic fossil record for these bacterial TEs. This rich genomic archive gave us an opportunity to directly investigate the long-term dynamics of IS elements (and provide the first empirical test of Wagner's hypothesis that IS elements experience extinction--reinfection cycles on the long term) and the microevolutionary processes governing IS expansions in bacterial genomes.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Identification and Classification of IS Elements
------------------------------------------------

The complete genome sequences and annotations of *Wolbachia* strains *w*Mel ([@bib65]), *w*Bm ([@bib24]), *w*Pel ([@bib29]), and *w*Ri ([@bib30]) were consulted and downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/microbial_taxtree.html>).

We used three different strategies to identify IS elements. We first queried the original genome annotations available in GenBank with the keywords "transposase" and "transposon." Next, we performed similarity searches against the IS reference database ISFinder ([@bib55]) using ISsaga ([@bib58]). Finally, we performed a de novo repeat detection for each genome with Repeatscout software, using l-mers size of 15 bp ([@bib46]). These approaches were complementary because each method alone has its own advantages and drawbacks. For example, IS identification with Repeatscout requires at least three copies in the genome, but it does not require any a priori knowledge of IS sequences. By contrast, ISsaga can detect single copy IS elements, but it requires a library of IS sequences for querying genomes.

All originally annotated IS elements were recovered by ISsaga. Repeatscout results were used as queries for BlastN searches against GenBank to identify non-IS repeats. All repeats with significant identity to known non-IS repeats (e.g., phages, group II introns, duplicated genes, etc.) were discarded. The remaining repeats were subjected to TBlastX searches against ISFinder to identify known IS elements. For the few Repeatscout repeats with no homology to known transposases remaining at this stage, we manually aligned copies and searched for IS hallmarks, such as terminal inverted repeats and target site duplications ([@bib9]). None of these repeats exhibited hallmarks of IS elements, and they were therefore discarded. In sum, all IS elements identified with Repeatscout were also recovered by ISsaga.

To refine our IS annotations (i.e., to identify fragments and highly divergent copies that may have been missed before), we generated a library of *Wolbachia* IS sequences based on the IS elements detected as described above. Next, BlastN searches against the four *Wolbachia* genomes were performed using as queries the aforementioned *Wolbachia* IS library. BlastN searches were performed with default parameters without low-complexity region filter, using a minimal subject size of 40 bp, minimal similarity of 75%, maximal *e* value of 0.05, reward of 2, and penalty of 3. To eliminate potentially redundant or overlapping IS matches, the positions of each IS copy were picked up and compared with all others for each genome. This procedure allowed us to identify 18 cases of IS copies split in two parts by nested IS insertions; each of the disrupted IS copies was counted as a single insertion event (3 in *w*Mel, 6 in *w*Ri, and 9 in *w*Pel). Overall, this analysis yielded a total of 511 candidate IS copies from the four *Wolbachia* genomes. We discarded 13 candidates as false positives (e.g., *DnaA* mistakenly assigned to IS21 and *XerC/D* recombinases mistakenly assigned to IS91 in all four genomes). Thus, the final data set consisted of 498 validated IS copies.

Each IS copy was assigned to an IS family by TBlastX searches against ISFinder ([@bib55]). The sequences of IS copies assigned to the same IS family were aligned using ClustalW as implemented in the software Bioedit ver 7.0 ([@bib26]), followed by manual adjustments. Due to high sequence divergence, some IS sequences could not be aligned to each other within some IS families. Therefore, we defined groups within IS families as IS nucleotide sequences that can reliably be aligned to each other within groups but cannot be aligned with sequences from other groups. As a quality control, BlastN searches were performed using all IS sequences as queries against all four *Wolbachia* genomes. For all queries, the returned matches exclusively comprised copies from the query IS group, thereby confirming the validity of the defined IS groups. *Wolbachia* IS group names were assigned based on ISFinder best IS group matches in TBlastX searches. *Wolbachia* IS groups with no functional representative (which thus could not be deposited in ISFinder) were named as follows: IS family name, followed by "-w" (for *Wolbachia*) and a specific upper-case letter. For example, IS110-wA represents a *Wolbachia* IS group from the IS110 family, which has no known representative in ISFinder.

Structure and Nucleotide Divergence of IS Elements
--------------------------------------------------

To investigate IS structure, for each IS group, IS sequences along with 500 bp of 5′ and 3′ flanking genomic sequences were aligned. These alignments were used to identify IS boundaries and to determine terminal inverted repeats and direct repeats generated upon insertion, whenever present. Transposase genes were identified through open reading frame detection using the NCBI online tool ORFFinder (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>) and the FSFinder software ([@bib38]). For each IS group with at least two alignable copies in a given genome, we calculated pairwise nucleotide divergence between copies with the MEGA ver 4.0 software based on observed nucleotide substitutions ([@bib31]).

Orthology Analyses
------------------

To identify IS copies inserted at orthologous genomic sites between genomes, we performed BlastN searches (minimal subject size of 40 bp, minimal similarity of 75%, maximal *e* value of 0.05, reward of 2, and penalty of 3) using as queries 300 bp of upstream and downstream genomic regions flanking each IS copy. For each IS locus, orthologous flanking regions from queried genomes were aligned and compared to identify orthologous IS insertions. However, for many IS loci, BlastN searches yielded no, partial, or multiple matches in queried genomes, thereby preventing reliable identification of orthologous IS insertion sites. Therefore, the final data set used for orthology analyses exclusively consisted of IS loci with unambiguous matches for both flanking sequences in queried genomes.

Simulations of IS Evolutionary Dynamics
---------------------------------------

Scenarios of IS dynamics are based on the simulation of a set of evolving IS sequences in a haploid genome. Simulations were designed to allow qualitative comparisons between scenarios and thus only roughly represent the biological complexity of IS evolution. Four major processes of IS evolution were considered: acquisition by horizontal transfer, copy number expansion from a resident copy, degradation through random substitutions, and loss through deletion. IS elements were represented by sequences of 300 numbers ranging in value from 0 to 63. Each number represented a hypothetical codon, with three codons representing stop codons (as in the bacterial genetic code). Each initial IS sequence did not carry any stop codon and was considered as functional.

All simulations counted a fixed number of generations. At each generation, IS sequences were allowed to mutate or be deleted at fixed constant rates. We arbitrarily chose 10,000 generations and a mutation rate of 15 × 10^−6^ mutation per codon to produce an average pairwise divergence of 30% between the oldest copies at the end of the simulations and keep our simulations manageable in terms of computational time. Mutations changed the value of the mutated codon to another random value. If the new value corresponded to a stop codon, the IS sequence irreversibly moved from functional to nonfunctional status. Four deletion rates were tested: equal to the mutation rate, 10 or 100 times slower than the mutation rate, and equal to 0 (no deletion).

Two types of copy number expansions were implemented: 1) instantaneous expansion (or burst), in which a horizontally transferred (and functional) copy was duplicated several times in the genome at once and 2) slow expansion, in which a resident (and functional) copy was regularly selected at random and duplicated once in the genome. Horizontal transfers were simulated by adding a random functional copy from a source genome to the target genome. The source genome was a reservoir of 10 copies of the initial functional IS sequence evolving in parallel with the target genome. IS copies in the source genome underwent frequent random bursts, thus providing an unlimited reservoir of functional elements for future horizontal transfers.

Five different scenarios (1--5) were implemented, all designed to provide *n* IS copies:

Scenario 1 (single ancient burst): A single horizontal transfer at generation 1 immediately followed by an instantaneous expansion to *n* copies at generation 2.

Scenario 2 (single recent burst): A single horizontal transfer at generation 9,900 immediately followed by an instantaneous expansion to *n* copies at generation 9,901.

Scenario 3: (slow expansion): A single horizontal transfer at generation 1 followed by one copy duplication every 10,000/*n* generations.

Scenario 4 (two recent bursts): Two independent horizontal transfers at generation 9,900, each immediately followed by instantaneous expansions of *n*/2 copies at generation 9,901.

Scenario 5 (ancient and recent bursts): Two independent horizontal transfers at generations 1 and 9,900, each immediately followed by instantaneous expansions of *n*/2 copies at generations 2 and 9,901, respectively.

After the simulation ended, pairwise codon divergence between all functional and nonfunctional copies was calculated on the whole sequence length. Each distribution in [figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents the pooled pairwise divergence distribution from 23 simulations, each of which has an expected final number of elements equal to the size of 1 of the 23 *Wolbachia* IS groups comprising at least two alignable IS copies ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online).

![Frequency distribution of simulated pairwise IS divergence in a haploid genome under five models of IS dynamics. Scenario 1: single ancient burst; scenario 2: single recent burst; scenario 3: slow expansion; scenario 4: two independent recent bursts; and scenario 5: ancient and recent bursts. Each distribution represents the pooled pairwise divergence distribution from 23 simulations, each of which has an expected final number of elements equal to the size of 1 of the 23 *Wolbachia* IS groups comprising at least two alignable IS copies.](gbeevr096f01_ht){#fig1}

IS Survey across *Wolbachia* Strains
------------------------------------

We assessed the presence or absence of 17 IS groups in a panel of 22 diverse *Wolbachia* strains from the A, B, and G supergroups, available from a previous study ([@bib19]). [Supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online, provides details on the *Wolbachia* strains. The single *Wolbachia* infection status of each of the 22 samples was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and sequencing of two to three chromosomal markers (*wsp*, 16S rRNA, and *GroE*) ([@bib19]). The 17 IS groups were selected from the three sequenced genomes from the A and B supergroups (i.e., *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel) based on the occurrence of at least one potentially functional IS copy and/or several full-length copies. For each IS group, within-IS specific oligonucleotide primer pairs were designed to amplify 499- to 706-bp long fragments, using the program Primer3 ([@bib50]). PCR amplification, separation, and visualization were performed using a standard protocol ([@bib16], [@bib19]). The D.mel, D.sim, and Slab DNA samples corresponding to the *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel *Wolbachia* strains, respectively, were used as positive controls ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online). Water controls were used in all PCR assays. PCR conditions for each IS group, including primer sequences and expected PCR product sizes, are shown in [supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online. To confirm the results, all PCR amplifications were performed twice independently, and PCR fragments were sequenced, as previously described ([@bib17]). For each IS group, sequences obtained from PCR fragments were aligned with Bioedit, and pairwise nucleotide divergence between each pair of sequences was calculated with MEGA ver 4.0 based on observed nucleotide substitutions (sequence alignments are available upon request).

To infer the number of IS group acquisitions and losses, the distribution of each of the 17 IS groups was mapped onto a phylogeny of the 22 tested *Wolbachia* strains ([@bib17], [@bib19]; [@bib37]). For each IS group, we favored the most parsimonious scenario, that is, the scenario requiring the smallest number of acquisitions and losses to explain the distribution of the IS group according to *Wolbachia* strain phylogenetic relationships. For IS groups with two or more equiparsimonious scenarios, we conservatively favored the scenario minimizing the number of acquisitions.

Results and Discussion
======================

Abundance and Distribution of IS Elements in *Wolbachia*
--------------------------------------------------------

We used three independent and complementary strategies to identify IS elements in the four completely sequenced *Wolbachia* genomes from the *w*Mel, *w*Ri, *w*Pel, and *w*Bm strains (see "Materials and Methods"). This analysis revealed an IS copy number (at least 40 bp in length) per genome ranging from 52 in *w*Bm to 171 in *w*Ri ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This is considerable given that prokaryotic genomes generally carry relatively few IS copies as illustrated by a survey of 262 genomes that identified a median number of 12 IS copies (range 0--342) per genome ([@bib57]). Overall, IS copies account for up to 11% (∼160 kb) of *Wolbachia* genomes ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Such IS genomic coverage exceeds that described in most other prokaryotic genomes, which is generally below 3% ([@bib54]), except in a few rare cases such as *Shigella dysenteriae*, *Orientia tsutsugamushi*, or *Sulfobolus solfataricus* where it can reach \>10% ([@bib7]; [@bib67]; [@bib10]; [@bib23]; [@bib43]).

###### 

Distribution of IS Elements in Four Completely Sequenced *Wolbachia* Genomes

  IS Family                  *w*Bm[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *w*Mel[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *w*Ri[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *w*Pel[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  IS3                                                                 18 (17)                                   15 (9)                                   2 (1)
  IS4                        3 (6)                                    13 (12)                                   12 (7)                                   5 (3)
  IS5                        7 (13)                                   26 (25)                                   30 (17)                                  26 (15)
  IS6                                                                                                                                                    11 (6)
  IS110                      21 (40)                                  18 (17)                                   39 (23)                                  6 (4)
  IS200/605                                                                                                                                              5 (3)
  IS256                      1 (2)                                    3 (3)                                     2 (1)                                    32 (19)
  IS481                      3 (6)                                    4 (4)                                     12 (7)                                   5 (3)
  IS630                      3 (6)                                    7 (7)                                     12 (7)                                   15 (9)
  IS982                      1 (2)                                    2 (2)                                     3 (2)                                    54 (32)
  IS66                       13 (25)                                  14 (13)                                   46 (27)                                  9 (5)
  Total IS copy number       52                                       105                                       171                                      170
  Total IS family number     8                                        9                                         9                                        11
  IS density (copies/Mb)     48                                       83                                        118                                      115
  IS genomic coverage (bp)   28,188                                   76,886                                    159,767                                  123,823
  IS genomic proportion      2.6                                      6.1                                       11.0                                     8.4

^a^The first number relates to observed copy number. The number in brackets indicates the proportion of the IS family among all IS copies in the genome.

*Wolbachia* IS elements encompass a total of 11 IS families ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), out of the ∼20 major recognized IS families ([@bib9]; [@bib54]; [@bib55]). Except for the IS6 and IS200/605 families that are specific to *w*Pel, all other IS families (9/11 or 82%) are shared by at least three of the four *Wolbachia* genomes ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, there are significant differences in the distribution of IS families among the various *Wolbachia* genomes (chi-square test, *P* \< 10^−16^) ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Because IS families contain large numbers of heterogeneous IS types ([@bib9]; [@bib55]), we refined our analysis by classifying all *Wolbachia* IS copies into 1 of 33 IS groups (see "Materials and Methods"). The group-level analysis confirmed the family-level analysis, in that most IS groups (27/33 or 82%) are shared by multiple genomes. However, the most frequent IS groups per genome are largely specific to each genome, and globally, the distribution of IS groups is significantly different among the various *Wolbachia* genomes (chi-square test, *P* \< 10^−16^) ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online).

Overall, these results demonstrate that *Wolbachia* genomes qualitatively carry IS elements from the same families and groups, but they substantially differ in the families and groups that mostly contributed to their IS genomic landscapes. This is particularly striking for the *w*Mel and *w*Ri genomes, which are phylogenetically closely related ([@bib65]; [@bib30]). But the two genomes display very different IS profiles in terms of copy number, genomic coverage, and most frequent families and groups, despite the fact that *w*Mel and *w*Ri virtually possess IS elements from the same families and groups ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online).

Diversity of Potentially Functional IS Copies in *Wolbachia*
------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the causes of differential IS abundance and distribution among *Wolbachia* genomes, we searched for potentially functional IS copies, defined as full-length copies with intact transposase genes. This analysis revealed that the *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel genomes possess 20--64 potentially functional IS copies ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Each of these *Wolbachia* genomes possesses at least one potentially functional copy from six different IS groups. Overall, there is an important diversity of potentially functional IS copies in *Wolbachia*, belonging to 14 different IS groups from 9 different IS families. Not surprisingly, IS groups exhibiting the highest numbers of potentially functional copies within individual *Wolbachia* genomes are also the IS groups with the highest overall copy numbers. Altogether, these results suggest that multiple IS copy number expansions have taken place during recent *Wolbachia* evolution as a result of IS group-specific and genome-specific expansions.

###### 

Distribution of Potentially Functional IS Copies Inserted in Four *Wolbachia* Genomes

  IS Family                                    IS Group   *w*Bm   *w*Mel   *w*Ri   *w*Pel
  -------------------------------------------- ---------- ------- -------- ------- --------
  IS4                                          ISWen1             3                
  IS5                                          ISWpi1             13       20      
  IS110                                        ISWen2             1        16      
  ISWpi12                                                                  3       
  ISWpi13                                                         1                
  ISWpi14                                                 1                        
  IS200/605                                    ISW1                                2
  IS256                                        ISWpi15            1                6
  IS481                                        ISWpi2                      5       
  ISWpi4                                                  1       1                
  IS630                                        ISWpi11                             4
  ISWpi10                                                                  1       
  IS982                                        ISWpi16                             44
  IS66                                         ISWen3                      21      
  Number of potentially functional IS copies              0       20       64      60
  Proportion (%)                                          0       19       37      35
  Number of nonfunctional IS copies                       52      85       107     110
  Proportion (%)                                          100     81       63      65

The ISWen2 group in *w*Ri provides an excellent example of a group-specific expansion in a specific *Wolbachia* genome ([fig. 2*a*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). ISWen2 copies were identified only in the closely related *w*Mel and *w*Ri genomes. Despite the fact that both genomes carry at least one potentially functional ISWen2 copy, *w*Ri carries as many as 23 ISWen2 copies, whereas *w*Mel carries only 3 copies. To investigate the recent amplification dynamics of the ISWen2 group in *w*Ri, we performed a phylogenetic analysis using the median-joining network approach, as implemented in the Network ver 4.5.1.6 software ([@bib1]; [@bib15]). The ISWen2 group network displays a star-like structure in which 35% of the copies fall in the central, most likely ancestral, node (I in [fig. 2*b*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, several peripheral nodes in the network are not directly connected to the central node (III.1, III.2, and III.3 in [fig. 2*b*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) or encompass several ISWen2 sequences (II.1 in [fig. 2*b*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Given that bacterial IS elements generally exhibit strong cis preference for transpositional activity (i.e., preferential interaction of a transposase with the element from which it is expressed) ([@bib9]; [@bib42]) and assuming that homoplasy is negligible at this phylogenetic depth, we conclude that the ISWen2 expansion in *w*Ri may have been mediated by at least 3 IS copies (at least one copy from nodes I and II.1 and the copy at the node II.2) and at most 11 copies (from nodes I, II.1, II.2, and II.3). These results suggest that 15--55% of the copies may have contributed to ISWen2 expansion during recent *w*Ri evolution. It is generally thought that multiple copies may contribute to the expansion of DNA transposon families ([@bib20]; [@bib48]). To our knowledge, our analysis provides the first quantitative estimate of the proportion of "source" copies that may have contributed to the expansion of a DNA transposon family.

![Expansion of the ISWen2 group in the *w*Ri genome. (*a*) Copy number of the ISWen2 group in four completely sequenced *Wolbachia* genomes. Branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree are arbitrary. (*b*) Median-joining network of the 20 full-length ISWen2 copies from the *w*Ri genome. Circles denote IS sequence types (nodes). Nodes discussed in the main text were labeled I, II.1--3, and III.1--3. Node size is proportional to IS copy number: *n* = 1 for all nodes except nodes I (*n* = 7) and II.1 (*n* = 3). Lines denote substitution steps, with a one-step distance being indicated in the lower right corner. Potentially functional and nonfunctional copies are shown in white and black, respectively.](gbeevr096f02_ht){#fig2}

Intense and Global IS Transpositional Activity
----------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that one IS group (ISWpi1) is widespread among *Wolbachia* strains, but individual ISWpi1 copies are inserted at given genomic loci in a single or very few closely related *Wolbachia* strains ([@bib11]; [@bib19]). Such insertion presence/absence polymorphism patterns demonstrate intense ISWpi1 transpositional activity during recent *Wolbachia* evolution ([@bib11]; [@bib19]). To investigate whether this evolutionary trend can be extended to other IS groups, we searched for IS insertion presence/absence polymorphisms at orthologous sites for all full-length IS elements inserted in the *w*Mel and *w*Ri genomes. We found 19 IS copies specifically inserted in *w*Mel or *w*Ri out of 44 unambiguously orthologous loci identified between *w*Mel and *w*Ri ([table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The 19 polymorphic insertions encompass six different IS groups (including ISWpi1) from five different IS families, indicating that multiple IS groups have been transpositionaly active during recent *Wolbachia* evolution. The fact that 84% (16/19) of polymorphic insertions versus only 4% (1/25) of shared insertions by *w*Mel and *w*Ri are potentially functional IS copies ([table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) further corroborates the recent origin of the polymorphic IS copies (i.e., they have not resided in the genomes long time enough as to accumulate inactivating mutations). This result also suggests that IS transpositional activity may be ongoing in these *Wolbachia* genomes.

###### 

Insertion Presence/Absence Polymorphism Patterns of 44 IS Copies in the *w*Mel and *w*Ri *Wolbachia* Genomes

  IS Family                                                     IS Group   IS Copies Specific to *w*Mel   IS Copies Specific to *w*Ri   IS Copies Shared by *w*Mel and *w*Ri
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- --------------------------------------
  IS3                                                           IS3                                                                     12
  IS4                                                           IS4-wB                                                                  6
  IS5                                                           IS903      1                                                            
  IS1031                                                                                                  1                             
  ISWpi1                                                        6          4                                                            
  IS110                                                         IS1111                                                                  1
  ISWen2                                                                   4                                                            
  ISWpi12                                                                                                 1                             
  IS110-wA                                                                                                1                             
  IS481                                                         ISWpi2                                    1                             
  ISWpi4                                                                                                  1                             
  IS630                                                         ISWpi11    1                                                            
  IS982                                                         ISWpi16                                                                 1
  IS66                                                          ISWen3                                    2                             1
  Number of IS copies                                                      8                              11                            25
  Proportion of IS copies that are potentially functional (%)              75                             91                            4

Exceptional Amount of Nonfunctional Copies in *Wolbachia* Genomes
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The analysis of IS copy structure revealed that the *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel *Wolbachia* genomes contain several tens of potentially functional IS copies ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). However, these copies only account for a small fraction of all IS copies inserted in *Wolbachia* genomes. In fact, 71% of all IS elements inserted in *Wolbachia* genomes are nonfunctional ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Nonfunctional IS copies are defined here as full-length copies with pseudogenized transposase genes or non--full-length copies (i.e., truncated copies and fragments). In the most extreme case, all 52 IS copies inserted in the *w*Bm genome are nonfunctional ([@bib12]). Given that IS elements are usually considered to be of recent origin in bacterial genomes and subject to rapid turnover ([@bib61]; [@bib62]; [@bib49]), the occurrence of so many disrupted and degraded IS elements in *Wolbachia* genomes is all the more surprising.

Investigating Long-term Evolutionary Dynamics of IS Elements
------------------------------------------------------------

The many degraded IS copies in *Wolbachia* genomes offer a unique opportunity to directly investigate the long-term evolutionary dynamics of bacterial TEs. We analyzed 454 copies from the 23 IS groups comprising at least two copies with alignable sequences from the four *Wolbachia* genomes. For each IS group, we calculated intragenomic nucleotide divergence between pairs of IS copies. The majority of pairwise comparisons exhibited \<1% nucleotide divergence ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with a recent origin of these IS copies and the high copy numbers of recently expanded IS groups, which generates many pairwise comparisons with no or very low divergence. In addition, we found that in the four *Wolbachia* genomes, 22--47% of the pairwise comparisons displayed at least 10% nucleotide divergence ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that *Wolbachia* genomes contain an important amount of ancient IS copies that are witnesses of past IS expansions during *Wolbachia* evolution.

![Frequency distribution of pairwise IS nucleotide divergence for four *Wolbachia* genomes. IS copies from 23 IS groups comprising at least two alignable IS copies are considered (*n* = 454). The distribution is based on a total of 4,312 pairwise comparisons (169 for *w*Bm, 379 for *w*Mel, 2152 for *w*Pel, and 1612 for *w*Ri).](gbeevr096f03_ht){#fig3}

Interestingly, the distribution of IS copies is bimodal, with a first peak corresponding to identical or nearly identical IS copies (\<1% divergence) and a second peak at 10--15% divergence ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, this pattern holds when *Wolbachia* genomes are analyzed separately ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online). This demonstrates that the global bimodal pattern cannot be ascribed to an artifact due to pooling data from multiple genomes that would exhibit different individual distribution patterns. To explore the evolutionary causes of this bimodal distribution, we simulated the evolution of an IS population in a haploid (bacterial) genome under different scenarios. Four major processes of IS evolution were considered: acquisition by horizontal transfer, copy number expansion from a resident copy, degradation through random substitutions, and loss (see "Materials and Methods"). These processes were combined to test five different evolutionary scenarios differing in the tempo of IS acquisitions and bursts.

The first two scenarios simulated a single IS acquisition immediately followed by a sudden burst, at the start (scenario 1) or near the end (scenario 2) of the simulation. We observed a single peak in both simulations, with high divergence and variance for the scenario of ancient IS acquisition and burst (scenario 1) and low divergence and variance for the scenario of recent IS acquisition and burst (scenario 2) ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, scenario 3 simulated a constant but low transpositional activity for the duration of the simulation, following an initial IS copy acquisition. The resulting distribution showed a single peak at high divergence skewed toward lower divergence ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, scenarios 4 and 5 each simulated two independent IS acquisitions and bursts: Both were recent in scenario 4 (i.e., corresponding to scenario 2 repeated twice), and one was ancient and one recent in scenario 5 (i.e., combining scenarios 1 and 2). Scenario 5 is analogous to the model of recurrent horizontal transfers and bursts proposed in the literature ([@bib61]). The distribution pattern resulting from two recent IS acquisitions bursts (scenario 4) showed multiple peaks with low variance at irregular divergence levels ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, scenario 5 was the only one that displayed a clear bimodal distribution with a flat peak at high divergence (corresponding to the ancient IS acquisition and burst) and a straight peak at low divergence (corresponding to the recent IS acquisition and burst) ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), as observed for *Wolbachia* IS elements ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Note that higher deletion rates resulted in lower amounts of ancient copies in scenario 5, but the second peak corresponding to ancient copies was apparent whatever the deletion rate ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online).

Overall, the bimodal distribution indicates that IS transposition activity in *Wolbachia* genomes was not constant over time. Instead, most *Wolbachia* IS elements may have been generated in at least two major periods of intense transpositional activity, including an ancient expansion embodied by ∼15% divergent IS copies and a very recent (and perhaps ongoing) expansion corresponding to identical or nearly identical IS copies. Our simulations also emphasize that multiple horizontal IS acquisitions are required to explain the observed distribution pattern.

Frequent IS Horizontal Transfers among *Wolbachia* Strains
----------------------------------------------------------

To test whether *Wolbachia* IS dynamics is intimately linked with frequent horizontal transmission among strains, as suggested by our simulations above and by evidence from the ISWpi1 group ([@bib19]), we screened a panel of 22 diverse *Wolbachia* strains ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online) for the presence of 17 IS groups using group-specific PCR detection assays and verification by sequencing ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online). To evaluate the reliability of our PCR assays, we compared PCR amplification results in our *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel DNA samples with genome sequence predictions. We obtained results in agreement with expectations in 47 of 51 combinations tested (i.e., 17 IS groups in three reference strains). For the four cases in which conflicting results were recorded (i.e., no PCR result, although an amplification is predicted based on presence of at least one copy of the tested IS group in the genome sequence), average sequence divergence between IS copies among genomes was high in all cases (\>13%). Therefore, we conclude that our PCR detection assays are generally highly reliable, at least for copies with low to moderate divergence, hence enabling us to confidently detect recent events of IS horizontal transfers that may have occurred between *Wolbachia* strains.

By mapping IS group distribution onto a phylogeny of the *Wolbachia* strains, we inferred the most parsimonious scenario of IS group acquisitions and losses during the evolutionary history of the 22 *Wolbachia* strains under investigation ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis revealed that all investigated *Wolbachia* genomes (encompassing three different supergroups) possess IS elements from at least three different IS groups. Our large-scale screening thus demonstrates that IS elements are broadly albeit patchily distributed among *Wolbachia* strains. Thus, IS represents a general feature of *Wolbachia* strains, not merely a characteristic of the few sequenced genomes.

![History of IS group acquisitions and losses in 22 *Wolbachia* strains. The most parsimonious distribution of acquisitions (white circles) and losses (black circles) of 17 IS groups according to the phylogenetic relationships of 22 *Wolbachia* strains is shown. Numbers of acquisitions and losses are indicated in the circles. Phylogenetic relationships between *Wolbachia* strains are adapted from [@bib17], [@bib19] and [@bib37]; branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree are arbitrary. *Wolbachia* strains are named after the host species from which they were isolated.](gbeevr096f04_lw){#fig4}

Our results also indicate that the presence of the 17 IS groups in the 22 *Wolbachia* strains requires at least 44 independent acquisitions at this level of resolution ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is most likely a very conservative estimate because 1) we favored the scenario minimizing the number of acquisitions when several equiparsimonious scenarios were possible for particular IS groups; 2) we assumed that individual *Wolbachia* strains or monophyletic groups of *Wolbachia* strains possessing a given IS group resulted from a single ancestral acquisition; however, multiple independent acquisitions could also explain such distribution patterns, as previously shown for ISWpi1 ([@bib19]); and 3) a larger screening of *Wolbachia* strains for IS group presence might uncover additional acquisition events.

Such a patchy distribution strongly suggests that horizontal transfers of IS copies occur frequently in *Wolbachia*. This is further substantiated by the fact that \>60% of the pairwise comparisons of IS sequences obtained by sequencing of PCR fragments displayed nucleotide divergence \<1% ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evr096/-/DC1) online). As this is lower than the divergence between most of the analyzed *Wolbachia* strains, such IS groups are unlikely to have been vertically inherited from a common ancestor. Based on patchy distribution of IS groups and generally high similarity of IS sequences between strains, we conclude that horizontal transmission is a major determinant of the current IS distribution in *Wolbachia* strains.

The frequent horizontal transmission of IS elements across *Wolbachia* strains poses the question of the underlying mechanisms of these transfers. The intracellular confinement of bacterial endosymbionts is generally thought to limit exchange of genetic material with other bacterial populations or species ([@bib63]; [@bib39]; [@bib41]). However, a distinguishing feature of *Wolbachia* endosymbionts is their propensity to switch between arthropod hosts ([@bib59]; [@bib17]). Such dynamics favors the occasional co-occurrence of divergent *Wolbachia* strains within the same host cells, either stably or transiently ([@bib59]; [@bib4]; [@bib60]). In addition to physical proximity, exchange of genetic material between *Wolbachia* strains might be facilitated by the presence of bacteriophages in many *Wolbachia* endosymbionts ([@bib4]; [@bib6]; [@bib56]) that might serve as shuttles for transferring IS elements among strains. We identified a total of 15 IS elements from 9 different IS groups, including 11 potentially functional copies, inserted in the 12 prophages integrated in the *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel genomes ([table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). However, it is unclear whether these IS copies inserted in prophage genomes following phage integration into *Wolbachia* genomes or the IS elements were already present in bacteriophage genomes and were imported in *Wolbachia* genomes during bacteriophage genome integration. Nevertheless, a potentially functional ISWpi12 copy is inserted in the genome of the active bacteriophage WOcauB2 of the *w*CauB *Wolbachia* strain ([@bib56]), whereas bacteriophage genomes most generally lack IS elements ([@bib35]). This is consistent with the notion that bacteriophages might be able to shuttle IS elements between *Wolbachia* strains.

###### 

Distribution of IS Copies Inserted in Prophage Regions of Three *Wolbachia* Genomes

  IS Family                    IS Group   *w*Mel[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *w*Ri[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *w*Pel[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  IS5                          IS1031                                                                                        1 (0)
  ISWpi1                       1 (1)      3 (3)                                                                              
  IS110                        ISWen2     1 (1)                                     2 (2)                                    
  ISWpi12                      1 (0)                                                1 (1)                                    
  ISWpi13                                 1 (1)                                                                              
  ISWpi14                      1 (1)                                                                                         
  IS256                        ISWpi15                                                                                       1 (0)
  IS630                        ISWpi10                                              1 (0)                                    
  IS982                        ISWpi16                                                                                       1 (1)
  Number of IS copies                     4 (3)                                     7 (6)                                    4 (2)
  Number of prophage regions              3                                         4                                        5

^a^Number of potentially functional IS copies shown in brackets.

Conclusions
===========

Our analyses highlighted the patchy distribution of IS groups in *Wolbachia* genomes. The identification of multiple IS groups experiencing independent copy number expansions in different *Wolbachia* genomes is notable because it suggests that IS expansions may occur simultaneously in different genomes (i.e., *w*Mel, *w*Ri, and *w*Pel) through a global activation of transposition. This synchronicity may be linked to the high rate of recent IS horizontal transfers we identified in *Wolbachia* strains. Nevertheless, the evolutionary success of IS families and groups within genomes is highly variable, indicating that horizontal transfer is a necessary but not sufficient condition to IS proliferation. The apparently stochastic loss or success of individual IS families or groups within bacterial strains following import by horizontal transfer may be the result of a complex interplay between various parameters, such as IS intrinsic transpositional efficiency, cellular factors involved in transpositional control, and genomic environment ([@bib9]; [@bib42]; [@bib8]). However, such targeted effects can hardly explain a global activation of transposition simultaneously involving multiple IS families and groups. This suggests that population-level effects may also play a role in the evolutionary dynamics of bacterial IS elements.

Remarkably, our results show that *Wolbachia* genomes contain an important archive of past IS evolution, as the vast majority of *Wolbachia* IS copies actually are more or less severely degraded. The rich IS fossil record buried in *Wolbachia* genomes provides direct empirical evidence for a long-term evolutionary dynamics of IS elements following a scenario of cyclic bursts of transposition separated by periods of relative transpositional quiescence as previously suggested based on the analysis of exclusively recent IS copies ([@bib61]; [@bib62]). This raises the question whether the abundance of IS fossils is specific to *Wolbachia* genomes or it may be a general, albeit overlooked, feature of prokaryote genomes. Unfortunately, IS annotation is rarely optimal in completely sequenced prokaryotic genomes, and currently, it is often limited at best to identification of potentially functional transposase genes ([@bib58]). Therefore, it is possible that many other prokaryote genomes carry an abundance of IS relics, but they cannot be detected using standard annotation procedures. In any event, our detailed analysis of IS elements in *Wolbachia* bacteria shows that comprehensive TE annotations have the potential to uncover unexpected patterns of prokaryote genome evolution. Indeed, the identification of an IS fossil genomic record in *Wolbachia* demonstrates that IS elements are not always of recent origin, contrary to the conventional view of TE evolution in prokaryote genomes.
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